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Tower Lord is the highly anticipated follow-up to Anthony Ryan's brilliant debut: Blood Song. Ryan was undoubtedly
under a lot of pressure to produce a worthy sequel to his massively successful self-published debut and in my opinion
he's delivered in a big way.

Anthony Ryan is a pseudonym used by the author as his previous day job prevented him from using his real
identity. The has an academic background in history, works fulltime as a researcher and currently lives in
London. He had a sense it was welcoming him home. The greatest warrior of his day, and witness to the
greatest defeat of his nation: Sick at heart, he comes home, determined to kill no more. But those gifted with
the blood-song are never destined to live a quiet life. The Faith has been sundered, and many have no doubt
who their leader should be. The new King is weak, but his sister is strong. The blood-song is powerful, rich in
warning and guidance in times of trouble, but is only a fraction of the power available to others who
understand more of its mysteries. Something moves against the Realm, something that commands mighty
forces, and Vaelin will find to his great regret that when faced with annihilation, even the most reluctant hand
must eventually draw a sword. Tower Lord is pages long divided five sections, each of which open with a
Verniers account and numbered chapters. This pattern is very similar to that of the first book. The book also
feature maps of the unified realm, the Alipran and Volarian empire. Anthony Ryan really announced himself
in spectacular fashion with his self-publication success, which then translated into a traditional publishing
contract. Two years later, a lot of fans are waiting to see if he can repeat and build upon his success with
Tower Lord. There will be mild spoilers in the review below so be wary before you start. Another funny
aspect of the story is that this book also follows the same narrative format as Blood Song wherein the events
begin in the near past and interspersed between five current accounts of the royal Alpiran chronicler Verniers
Alishe Someren. As to why the story is set in such a format and what is Verniers doing will be up to the fans
to RAFO. We find Vaelin Al Sorna back to the Unified realm and seeks to find his relatives who might be still
surviving. The second POV character is Reva a young woman with tremendous martial skills who seeks
revenge on Vaelin for a past crime. Safe to say for people wanting to know her identity can take guesses and I
might just give you tell if you are correct or not in the comments section below. I, as a fan was expecting them
to be POV characters and enjoyed getting to know their thoughts. The story begins by detailing an attack on
the unified realms from many fronts. He has to ride north and take charge which he does but not with some
reluctance. Last when we met Frentis, he was aboard a strange ship heading off to lands unknown. I can see
why the author choose to expand the POV list as this story would have been impossible to cover from just a
singular POV. A couple of mysteries from Blood Song, namely who attacked Vaelin in the Test Of the Wild
as well as who was behind it get clarified. Many other bigger revelations also abound like what truly happened
to Vaelin when he was an Alpiran captive. Secondly going on to the characterization, Anthony Ryan shines
brighter in his sophomore effort by giving us many brilliant characters. Princess Lyrna was the character that
was the most intriguing to me and in this book, she gets to shine truly. The author also expands the readers on
to the world by focusing on the realm and giving us fascinating insights into the various types of people and
faiths that abound. This light is also shone upon the Alpiran as well as the Volarian culture. Lastly the pace
and action sequences are amplified across all the four POV sections, we get to see our favorite characters face
odds that they have never thought of and the fun is reading how it all ends. Previously I talked about the
siege-like conditions similar to Legend. The author displays his skills and gives us a fascinating account in to
the siege via Verniers and then through the actual characters. We get a siege wherein legends are forged and
this was the highlight of the story. And how does the author manage to top off such an exciting read, he
cruelly ends the story with a chapter that hearkens back to the shocker that was the epilogue in A Storm Of
Swords. This climatic chapter ends on such a note that you might not want to wait a whole year for Queen Of
Fire. Regarding the negatives about this title, the only thing I can think is that the story has kind of a slow start
with all POV chapters. It takes only a while for the pace to pick up but once it does, the chapters fly by on to a
rousing action-packed finale that is memorable. Your mileage may vary but this is the only drawback in an
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otherwise superb sequel. This book easily is the best heroic epic fantasy of bettering the high of City Of Stairs
which is yet to be released and now all other books will have to excel to overcome it.
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Tower Lord is an epic fantasy novel by Anthony Ryan. It is the second book of the Raven's Shadow series. "The
blood-song rose with an unexpected tune, a warm hum mingling recognition with an impression of safety.

She has been trained since childhood as a assassin with the knife, and Vaelin teaches her both the bow and the
sword. She seems to be a lesbian. History Reva was orphaned at an early age, but take in by an ardent priest of
the World Father faith, who brutally trains her in combat to seek vengence for the death of the Trueblade.
Tower Lord Edit When word reaches her that Vaelin Al Sorna is to return to the Realm , she follows him from
the minor port of Warnsclave where he lands. When he makes camp for the night, she attacks him, but Vaelin
simply and calmly disarms her. Reva and Vaelin journey together for the next several weeks. Reluctantly at
first, she accepts lessons from him in the sword and the bow. Reva makes her way through Asrael to the High
Keep, which now stands abandoned. A devotee of the World Father approaches her, and she asks him about
the High Keep. He tells her that the only people to have visited are ardents and guards of Fief Lord Sentes
Mustor. However, as she makes to leave, Reva sees one of the guards of the manor slumped on the ground
dead. Reva follows a trail of corpses to find three assassins entering Sentes Mustors bedroom, one of whom is
the ardent priest who trained her. Reva kills two of the assassins, before the ardent priest flees. Rising from the
bed uninjured, Sentes recognises his niece. Reva is given a home by her childless and sickly uncle and his
wife Lady Veliss. And, in order to acknowledge Reva as his heir to the fiefdom, Sentes takes her to see The
Reader , the head of the Cumbraelin church, a man who knows more about Reva and the assassins than he lets
on. Despite his wife suggesting they flee, Sentes valiantly calls the muster of every man of fighting age,
determined to hold Alltor rather than allow his people to fall to death or slavery; the walls of Alltor withstood
all the attempts at siege during the wars of unification. Three weeks later, the vanguard of the Volarian host
reaches the city. A lone rider emerges from the Volarian ranks to offer terms for the peaceful surrender of
Alltor. The Fief Lord sees no reason to submit to the rules of war, and orders him killed. The Volarians attack
the walls of Alltor in wave after wave, with siege towers and ladders. The few that reach the battlements, are
brutally repelled. Reva spends more and more time at the walls, fighting fearlessly. Her heroics earn her the
great respect of her fellows, bordering on reverence. After weeks of bloody charges at the walls prove
fruitless, the Volarians bring up their three ship borne catapults and sets to pounding the defences day and
night. Reva personally leads a sortie of fifty men to try and destroy the catapults. However, lthough they
destroy one of the three catapults, all the men are massacred by a waiting brigade of archers; only Reva and
one other escape with their lives. Instead, they begin to built a line of defences behind the city walls, in
preparation for the inevitable breaches. Meanwhile, the mood of the people has darkened, thanks to the
preaching of the Reader. Reva rushes to the cathedral, and uses a lie that a Realm army is coming to save them
and her own growing legend, to convince the people to release Lady Veliss. The Reader is enraged, and tries
to attack Reva, but Sentes Mustor saves her, though he is mortally wounded in the process. With the city walls
breached, the desperate defenders build a series of six great barricades by tearing down the buildings of the
city. They make the Volarians pay to break through each ring. But slowly they lose ring after ring of their
barracades. Finally, the defenders are crammed behind the sixth and final ring. They look up to find the sky
darkening, clouds forming with uncanny speed, and heavy rain falling, driven by a hard wind. However, as the
enemy breach the final barracade, Vaelin and a force of Seordah warriors arrives and crush the Volarians
between the two armies. In the aftermath, Reva sees a beaten and bloody Vaelin. He collapses to his knees in
front of her. Reva fears that he is dead, but suddently Dahrena Al Myrna walks through the battlefield to
Vaelin, and then Vaelin was inexplicably alive again. In the aftermath of the victory, Princess Lyrna arrives on
a Meldenean ship, and is recognised as the new Queen of the Unified Realm.
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Tower Lord was so different to the point that I though I was reading a completely different series. Not that any of that is a
bad thing, in some ways it actually made the series and this book more enjoyable then the first!

From left to right: Elijah Wood as Frodo Baggins: Sean Astin as Samwise Gamgee: Viggo Mortensen as
Aragorn: Ian McKellen as Gandalf: Billy Boyd as Peregrin Took: Dominic Monaghan as Meriadoc
Brandybuck: John Rhys-Davies as Gimli: Orlando Bloom as Legolas Greenleaf: Christopher Lee as Saruman:
Hugo Weaving as Elrond: David Wenham as Faramir: Cate Blanchett as Galadriel: Craig Parker as Haldir:
Bruce Hopkins as Gamling: John Bach as Madril: Sean Bean as Boromir: Daniel Falconer has a cameo as an
Elvish archer at the battle. The Two Towers was the most difficult of the Rings films to make, having neither a
clear beginning nor end to focus the script. The most notable difference between the book and the film is the
structure. This was done partly to fit more closely the timeline indicated by the book. In the book he rides out
to war, only ending up besieged when he considers helping Erkenbrand. Erkenbrand does not exist in the
films: The scene is possibly inspired by one in the book cut from The Fellowship of the Ring where it is the
Fellowship who battle them. Here, a new subplot is created where Aragorn falls over a cliff, and is assumed to
be dead; Jackson added it to create tension. A larger change was originally planned: During shooting, the
script changed, both from writers coming up with better ideas to portray the romance between Aragorn and
Arwen, as well as poor fan reaction. This adds to the tension, and Boyens describes it as making Merry and
Pippin "more than luggage". This was explained in the book by Gandalf arriving at Isengard in the middle of
the night to talk to Treebeard. In the film, Faramir first decides that the Ring shall go to Gondor and his father
Denethor , as a way to prove his worth. Boyens contends these plot changes were needed to keep the Ring
menacing. While Tolkien considered several possible sets of towers [17] he eventually created a final cover
illustration [18] and wrote a note included at the end of The Fellowship of the Ring which identified them as
Minas Morgul and Orthanc.
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Raven's Shadow Book 2: Tower Lord In Blood Song, Anthony Ryan introduced readers to "a fascinating world of
conflicting religions and the wars fought in the name of those faiths" (Library Journal).

Around December , a good friend of mine, Kureha, approached me to say that there was this book on Amazon
that was getting huge attention. She told me I should check it out especially since I was starting to read more
epic fantasy. Yup, you guessed it: I got myself a copy and read it in two sittings, and was in a huge hangover
for days after that. Anthony is very talented; I love his storytelling skills, and I love the characters he creates.
After that, all I had left was the waiting game. Alas, the wait is over I just HAD to brag. I even got a sweet
message! I loved the new perspectives. I missed him a lot and it was so nice getting reacquainted with him
again. And Vaelin did change. Nevertheless, I still loved him, and I thought he was easier to relate to in this
installment. Suffice to say, he remains as my favorite character. While reading this book, all I ever wanted to
do was pat him on the back and whisper things will be okay although to be honest, with how things went for
him for the first half of the book, even I doubted. Aside from Vaelin, I think Frentis will be a favorite among
the readers just from the experiences he went through and the steps he took to overcome them. By the end of
the book, I just wanted him and Vaelin to team up already! I also loved these two to bits. I loved how Anthony
Ryan gave them so much personality and how he made them so consistent throughout. Like Reva is this
person who has been brainwashed and abused as a child, raised to hate Vaelin, and you can really see the
internal conflict happening within her as she experiences kindness from him. Princess Lyrna, on the other
hand, finds herself in the hands of her enemy, and she becomes really bad-ass later on, which I appreciated. I
loved seeing her grow out of her shell, to be thrown in a shitty situation and come out of it like a real queen.
All in all, I loved how polished each of them were. I loved how they never felt like filler, and how they
contributed so much to the storyline - not just the different sides of their personalities but also the different
angles of their common enemy, as each of them had to fight them in their own ways. Of course, while there
were many awesome stuff, there were also really But, at the same time, I welcomed it, too. I loved how
realistic war was portrayed here. I applaud Anthony Ryan for recognizing how horrific wars can be, and how
everyone is vulnerable and at risk, and getting out there meant putting your life on the line because so much is
at stake. Overall, this book was awesomesauce. You will get to see new and old characters, and you will be
able to appreciate them more because of the switching POVS which were nicely done, I promise. Anthony
Ryan really puts the "epic" in "epic fantasy" because this was epic as epic could be. And now, the wait begins
once more for book three
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Unfortunately, however, Tower Lord is a prime example of how multiple POVs can weaken a story instead of
strengthening it. Still, I won't say I didn't enjoy much of the ride. The second half of the book at least picks up the action
and becomes very readable.

He had a sense it was welcoming him home. The greatest warrior of his day, and witness to the greatest defeat
of his nation: Sick at heart, he comes home, determined to kill no more. But those gifted with the blood-song
are never destined to live a quiet life. The Faith has been sundered, and many have no doubt who their leader
should be. The new King is weak, but his sister is strong. The blood-song is powerful, rich in warning and
guidance in times of trouble, but is only a fraction of the power available to others who understand more of its
mysteries. Something moves against the Realm, something that commands mighty forces, and Vaelin will find
to his great regret that when faced with annihilation, even the most reluctant hand must eventually draw a
sword. Plot Summary Edit The book follows four POV characters, each with their own separate plot lines that
overlap and interweave to tell the story: The chapters are divided into sections, each proceeded by a first
person narrative recounting from Lord Verniers, the Alpiran Imperial Chronicler much like Blood Song. Lord
Verniers is in the captivity of a high-ranking Volarian noble, who commands the army attacking Alltor, and
his wife. Vaelin returns to the Realm determined to reunite with his sister and find his lost brother Frentis.
After he disembarks from a ship, presumably from the Alpiran Empire, he encounters Reva, who is given the
task of retrieving the sword of the deceased Trueblade, her father Hentes Mustor. Reva detests him at first, but
gradually accepts his companionship and training when Vaelin tells her he knows where the sword can be
found. She is confused as to why he trains her when she plans to kill him, but the blood song tells him it will
be necessary later. Vaelin attempted to keep his return to the realm a secret until this point, but he has no
choice but to reveal his identity to petition for his sister and their family estate. He meets with King Malcius
and his queen, who apparently is not of the Faith, and swears his loyalty to them. He requests the opportunity
to search for Brother Frentis, however the well-meaning but weak King Malcius Al Nieren has other ideas,
and appoints him Tower Lord of the Northern Reaches. Vaelin is initially tempted to refuse, but the blood
song tells him to accept. Alornis, who grew fond of Reva, is upset about this, but Vaelin soothes over her
anger by telling her his complete history, including the details of his blood song and how it instructed him to
let her go. In the north, Vaelin proves himself a peacemaker among the many Dark gifted people, despite his
reputation and their initial uncertainty and hostility towards him. Her journey opens her eyes to many things,
she meets a minion of the One Who Waits and finally finds proof that the Dark exists. However, she has
countless more new questions than answers. When she foils an assassination attempt on her estranged uncle ,
the Fief Lord of Cumbrael , she finally breaks from her past, and finds a family and a future as heir to the Fief
Lord. And finally, Frentis is in fact alive, and finds himself magically enslaved by a mysterious woman on an
assassination spree all across the world in preparation for a dark purpose. Vaelin learns of the invasion from
his Blood Song , and gathers an eclectic army of North Guards, some gifted northerners, Eorhil horsemen,
Seordah warriors, the remnants of the Realm Guard, and his old friends and former brothers Caenis and
Nortah. Meanwhile, Princess Lyrna is taken captive by the Volarians like many of her people, but no one
knows who she is because her face was badly burned during the initial attack. Thanks to her shrewdness and
intelligence, and a surprisingly friendly shark, she escapes to the Meldenean Islands , where she and the Shield
destroy the Volarian fleet. At last Frentis has escaped his magical enslavement, and fights a desperate guerrilla
war against the Volarians, during which he finally learns who is the mysterious Aspect of the Seventh Order.
The action culminates at the siege of the Cumbraelin capital Alltor , where Reva fights a desperate defence of
the city against the Volarian host. Just as Alltor seems lost, Vaelin and his host, and Princess Lyrna and her
Meldenean fleet, arrive and crush the Volarians. As she walks ashore after the victory, Princess Lyrna is
recognised as the new Queen of the Unified Realm. Now all she needs to do is free Asreal from the enemy,
deal with the traitorous Renfaelins , and ultimately destroy the Volarian Empire and their ally the One Who
Waits. At her side will be the ultimate warrior Vaelin Al Sorna, although he seems to have lost his Blood
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Song. What could possibly go wrong?
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In Tower Lord we switch to a Robert Jordan style setup with the point of view alternating between Reva, Lyrna, Frentis
and Vaelin. The biggest weakness of Tower Lord is Reva. She's a compelling character, almost a female counterpoint to
Vaelin.

The soldiers there used a debased form of the tongue. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and
adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. Like the other
strongholds of evil in the novel, i. This was done because of the deleted "Aragorn versus Sauron" scene.
However, the filmmakers decided that this deviated too far from the books, so instead the blinding light scenes
were used to depict a "staring contest" between Aragorn and the Eye of Sauron. Again another deleted scene
in the extended edition of The Return of the King appeared to reinforce this view as it showed Sauron standing
atop his tower and briefly being observed by Aragorn. This took a literal interpretation of the descriptions of
the Eye in J. However, there are other interpretations of what Tolkien meant by the Eye and the portrayal in
the films proved different to that of some Tolkien readers. This is partly because Tolkien described Sauron in a
letter in in the following way: In the films the Eye was located between two horn-like spires that curved
upwards from the tower top; these spires were an invention of the films. Gandalf described the Ring as being
the " Though they were killed in combat, Sauron was also cast down. However, the foundations could not be
removed while the Ring still existed. The Third Age[ edit ] Sauron had been exiled from Mordor which was
under the guard of the men of Gondor for a time. He subsequently built the fortress of Dol Guldur in
Greenwood the Great. Due to the Great Plague, Gondor was unable to continue to man its forts, and Mordor
was left unguarded from Sauron withdrew and the following year returned secretly to Mordor. The fortress
was able to be rebuilt more quickly, probably because the foundations were still in place. The Ring was
unmade and Sauron was defeated. The picture shows only the left edge of the lower part of a structure that
seems to be constructed of immense masonry blocks. The few existing windows are small and either dark or
red; one is clearly barred. One high, thin vertical spire is visible in the background. The fortress on this side
seems to stand on top of a large monolithic rock, with a relatively flat top and a sheer cliff face. A narrow
stone bridge leads across the chasm to a single door in the tower. The notes accompanying the painting in
Pictures by J. Tolkien describe it as follows: The Encyclopedia of Arda. Retrieved 29 March An Introduction
to Elvish reprinted ed. The Lord of the Rings Kindle ed. An Atlas of J. The Return of the King Hardback
Impression ed. George Allen and Unwin Publishers. Retrieved 20 December
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Named Tower Lord of the Northern Reaches by King Janus's grateful heir, he can perhaps find peace in a colder, more
remote land far from the intrigues of a troubled Realm.

One of the best new series out there. I have spent a lot of time reading fantasy books trying to recover the
magic of the first book fantasy book I ever read. The recipe requires an equal mix of strong characters, strong
world-building, a well-conceived story, and beautiful writing. Finding a book that has these ingredients mixed
together in equal portion is difficult â€” finding a book that mixes them in large quantities even more difficult.
My first ever fantasy book was The Lord of the Rings, and I think that I can finally say for the first time that I
have found an author who may one day manage to attain the same level of magic I found the first time I read
Tolkien. Tower Lord tells a story from four perspectives. There is no one-perspective that I disliked or wanted
to skip through â€” rather, for one of the first times, I was equally anticipating each and every POV. The
respective characters are so integral to the story, yet still independent and different, that you are never bored.
Each chapter draws another line onto a larger canvas, the shape of which we are only just beginning to unravel
â€” I admit, I hope that this series does not end up being restricted to a stereotypical- trilogy. Ryan still has
some ways to go. But these are minor qualms in the scheme of things, and serve only to show that the author
has a ways to grow. And he is growing, as can be seen in the maturity between book 1 and 2. Tower Lord by
Anthony Ryan finally begins to realise the imagination and coherency of Tolkien, while remaining true to the
heart and soul of the author. When word reaches t Together with his fellow His reward was the loss of his
love, the death of his friends and a be Now she must rally her troops and take back the capital from the
Volarian invaders. But driving her hated enemy out of Have you read Tower Lord? Still need to read the third
one. Can some of the reviewers who gave it less than a 5 tell me what fantasy books they do love? Tower Lord
is tedious and a chore to read, and i totally agree with other readers when they mention the characters
personalities have no real variation. Kind of like watching a B grade low budget fantasy film in fact.. I do not
what happened. Was it rushed before it was ready in attempt to capitalize on the success of Blood Song? Its
hard to believe it is even the same writer. Plot development moves at snails pace. Gone is the camaraderie of
the brothers. In fact with the exception of Caenis none of the brothers are even around anymore replaced with
characters that hold zero attraction. I find myself totally disinterested and detached from the characters and the
story. In contrast, with Blood Song, I was absolutely riveted to every single page. In Tower Lord he wanders
around aimlessly with no purpose. This is book is a train wreck. But cliched writing, expressions and sayings
all the way through. Bonus point number 6 katanas All in all Ryan seems to have lost what made Blood Song
interesting, I skim read the last pages it was that bad. Did you read the same book that I did? The pacing was
terrible, the new characters were hollow, and the ending was so jarringly abrupt and downright bad that I was
left with a foul taste in my mouth that has lasted for months. This was jagged and was in bits and pieces. Most
importantly, I lost my sense of touch with Vaelin. Ryan will not be bothered with this review and bring back
the magic of Vaelin AlSorna for the third book. I would really like to see a point by point comparison showing
how your review justifies "Blood Song" ranking below "Tower Lord. This may go a long way to explain why
"traditional" publishing houses and bookstores are going out of business. I was really looking forward to this
book and felt that it came up way short. The main character was a guest star and not all that interesting when
he did make an appearance. Blood Song was like a cool breeze blowing through the vast feild full mundane
fantasy books. It was so refreshing to find a new fantasy series that broke away from the monotonous drawl I
am so used to reading. Tower Lord was like a warm fart. Unfortunately, this is not what I got. After the genius
of Blood Song and anyone who enjoys the fantasy genre and has not read that book should read it NOW seriously, it was that good this was an incredibly disappointing second novel. While Blood Song certainly is
one of the greatest masterpieces ever to be published in the fantasy genre, Tower Lord leaves most of the
readers dissapointed and utterly confused; "what in the world happened??! While not wanting to spoil
anything, I dare say Tower Lord missed the target in every aspect where Blood Song nailed them spot on.
Quoting from the review by Joshua: All the main characters think alike, you could almost believe they are the
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same characters if not for the names.
8: Tower Lord - free PDF, FB3, RTF, TXT
Anthony Ryan is the author of the Raven's Shadow novels, including Blood Song, Tower Lord, and Queen of Fire. He
lives in London, where he is at work on his next book. se gifted with the blood-song are not destined to live quiet lives.

9: Tower | The One Wiki to Rule Them All | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers is a fantasy adventure film directed by Peter Jackson and based on the second
volume of J. R. R. Tolkien's novel The Lord of the Rings. It is the second instalment in The Lord of the Rings film series,
preceded by The Fellowship of the Ring () and concluding with The Return of the King ().
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